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About This Game

Play as the prehistoric hunter named Oog Oog, throw your spear, pick it up and throw it again

Full gamepad support for xbox one/360 with key/button remapping

procedurally generated terrain

2 player local CO-OP

Fast exploration and hunting
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Genre: Action, Indie
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frozenen
Publisher:
frozenen
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB NVidia or ATI Graphics Card

Storage: 1 GB available space
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This game has all the elements that I, personally would have asked for in a game.
It is a great story! I loved the whole idea of exploring memories and the human mind, it actually got me thinking of my own
memories and how they are connected to people I've meet and things I own, just amazing storytelling!
The art and voice acting are also great and work very well with the story.

I would say that this game is great for those who like story driven puzzle games, and that have the patient and interest to really
go through the story and do all of the "quests".
Yes, you could "just" do what you need in order to progress, but in doing so you miss out on the whole experience.
With that I hope that more people take the chance to play this game, because it will stay with you for a long time!. Great game,
you can play with friends) Have a lot of fun, unlike other games, there are no cheaters here and it is not expected in the near
future)
As for me, great graphics) Thank you for a great game.. \ud835\udcfd\ud835\udcf1\ud835\udcf2\ud835\udcfc
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steep learning curve. There are no customizable gameplay settings and it has no instructions beyond a simple vague UI tutorial..
Music is good, there are several tracks. Visuals good too. I wish there was more of this sort of thing music & VR just goes well
together.. Awesome bat and ball game with some quirky humour.
There is enough variety in the levels to make it interesting and lots of power ups.
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WTF the game just tells me it has a fatal error!!!. There's two aspects I want to air about this game in particular.

First of all, it is not as polished as my first AEGOD experience, American Civil War. This one feels more like in an un-finished
state to be honest, and alot could've been gained by simply using the same basic interface as in at least ACW. As it is now the
interface feels clunky and somewhat unresponsive, and I'm left with a feeling this product was at least somewhat rushed to
release.

Second then, and that is about how the game plays out in general, and as a depiction of the thirty years war, I do think it's very
accurate. Field battles are somewhat scarse, and most of your troops actually melt away marching back and forth over Germany,
and combat is mainly about gaining control over fortified cities. When your armies are worn down it's time to move back
towards your base area to replenish troops and rebuild strength, so you will normally be stronger the closer to your base areas
you are. Having studied this war and how it turned out, this resembles how the war in general turned out. As such it becomes
very interesting for anyone interested in the period and the war.

What's lacking is a better depiction of the changes during the war, like f.x the change from the tertio formation to line systems,
wich seems to be implemented in some way (a message appears that the catholics have changed their regimental system), but
how and to what effect is very unclear.

For anyone interested in a strategic game about the thirty years war in its entirety, or for some of the smaller campaigns for that
matter, I will recommend this game. For someone new to strategic games this could be a tough game to start with though..
crashing. please fix this i would really like to play the game again since my xbox broke. Pretty good, and its free, so the most
you'll waste is your time. Writing is solid if occasionally a tad florid, art is pretty. Decent amount of characterization fit in for
such a short run time (about an hour for all routes). It can be frustrating, however, that not all variables outside your affect stay
the same, which cuts down immensely on the feeling of player agency purely to pad out the run time.. This thing saved my
bacon a great many times while I was learning how to not suck as a Wing Diver.. Love the retro style and music! This game
takes me back with its oldschool vibe but it's got all the new stuff to keep me playing like character upgrades and check points;
things that give it way more depth than the old games of a similar style. Glad i waited, but well worth the sale price.. Not much
happens at all.

Achievements are simple.
 - Start the Game.
 - Open the first box and take items.
 - Buy a Solar Panel/Battery and place it.

. Looks All right to me though not a big fan with the design though its definately serves it's perpose and works perfectly fine and
for such a cheap price i definately recomend it
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